The generalized Waring distribution is a discrete distribution with a wide spectrum of applications in areas such as accident statistics, income analysis, 
Introduction -Basic concepts
The Poisson and the Pólya processes have been used in accident theory to describe the accident pattern. Under the hypotheses of pure chance, the Poisson process with intensity λ has been proposed as a model that can describe the number of accidents sustained by an individual during several years. The Pólya process, which is of negative binomial form, is defined by starting from a Poisson process, which then, is mixed with a gamma distribution. It has been obtained as a model, which can describe the accident pattern of a population of individuals during several years, under the hypotheses of "accident proneness", i.e. that individuals differ in their probabilities of having an accident, which remain constant in time (Newbold, 1927 ). Both of these processes satisfy the Markovian property as this is a property of the accident pattern, i.e. the number of accidents during the 'next' period ( ]
depends only on the number of accidents at the present time t .
In this paper, a new process is defined and studied. This process is associated with a discrete distribution with a wide spectrum of applications known in the literature as the generalized Waring distribution (see, e.g. Irwin, 1975; Xekalaki, 1983b The results obtained in the paper are in the context of models that have widely been considered for the interpretation of accident data. However, the concepts and terminology used can easily be modified so that the obtained results can be applied in several other fields ranging from economics, inventory control and insurance through to demometry, biometry, psychometry and web access modeling as the case is with the application discussed in section 6.
The basic hypotheses of the generalized Waring process

The description of the accident pattern by a Cox process
In this section, we consider first the assumptions of a Pólya process, developed by Newbold (1927) . This model considers several individuals exposed to the same external risk (e.g. drivers all driving about the same distance within a similar traffic environment) and that there are intrinsic differences among different individuals (e.g. differences in accident proneness). Supposing that, the number of accidents up to time t , for each individual, conforms with a Poisson process with a "personal rate λ "
( λ stands for the respective accident proneness), and regarding λ as the outcome of a random variable Λ with a gamma distribution with parameters k and ν , the number of accidents ( ) N t at time t , t = 0 1 2 , , , ... defines the Pólya process with parameters k and ν as follows:
is a birth process, (iii) ( ) ( ) N t h N t + − has a distribution defined by the probability function
where Λ is a random variable with density u given by
It is clear that ( ) N t has a negative binomial distribution with parameters k and
The distribution of the random variable Λ explains here the variation of the accident proneness from individual to individual. As noted by Irwin (1968) and Xekalaki (1984) , the term accident proneness here refers to both, the external and the 
It can be shown that
Then, using the first assumption, it follows that for any t , ( ) N t has a negative binomial distribution with parameters ( ) k t and
. Hence, one can verify that
This tells us precisely that ( ) N t is a Cox Process (see e.g. Grandell, J. 1997, p. 83).
Assume that the accident proneness varies from individual to individual with a mean that does not depend on time. This is equivalent to considering a parameter pair
, and ( )
Λ h having a gamma distribution that changes with time so that its expectation remains constantly equal to νk , we obtain
and that ( )
An extension of Irwin's accident model
This model considers a population which is not homogeneous with respect to personal and environmental attributes that affect the occurrence of accidents. In his model, Irwin (1968 Irwin ( , 1975 used the term "accident proneness" ν to refer to a person's predisposition to accidents, and the term "accident liability" ( ) with parameters a and ρ , i.e. ν is a random variable with density φ given by
obtaining thus for the distribution of the number of accidents ( ) , .
Then, for individuals with the same proneness but varying liabilities, the joint distribution of accidents over the two intervals, is the double negative binomial with
, where h h 1 2 , are the respective sizes of these intervals. If, further, the proneness parameter ν is allowed to follow a beta distribution of the second kind with parameters a and ρ , the joint distribution of the numbers of accidents over the two intervals is a bivariate generalized Waring distribution with parameter ( ) ( ) a kh a kh , , ; , , Xekalaki, 1984) . Now, it is clear that, if a number of non-overlapping intervals greater than two is considered, the joint distribution of the numbers of accidents over those intervals, will follow a multivariate Generalized Waring distribution (Xekalaki, 1986) .
In the sequel, we use the above remark to show that the Generalized Waring process resulting from the above generating scheme is a Markov process, i.e. that ( ) 
{ } P N t h n N t m N s n s
and consider the random vector 
where n(t) is the value of N(t).
Hence, 
The spells model
In the sequel, an alternative scheme generating a process of a generalized Waring form is considered. This is a variant of Cresswell and Froggatt's (1963) spells model that has been considered in the paper of Xekalaki (1984) . According to this model, each person is liable to spells. For each person, no accidents can occur outside spells. Let ( ) S t denote the number of spells up to a given moment t . It is assumed that ( )
is a homogeneous Poisson process with rate k m, k > 0 , the number of accidents within a spell is a random variable with a given distribution F and that the number of accidents arising out of different spells are independent and also independent of the number of spells. So, the total number of accidents at time t ∞ is a logarithmic series distribution with parameters ( ) 
Proof: The proof of (i) is straightforward. To prove condition (ii), denote by ϕ the probability distribution function (p.d.f.) of the random variable ν . Then, we can write:
( ) To prove the Markovian property, let
P N t h N t n P N t h N t n v v dv
0 is a compound Poisson process. Hence, it is a Markov process.
We now note that: The last result proves the Markovian property of the process and provides its transition probabilities.
P N t h n N t m N s n s s t
ν + = = = ≤ ≤ , ,, 0 is equal
+ = = = ≤ ≤ , , ,0 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
The generalized Waring process
The generalized Waring process can, now, be defined in the following way:
The counting process { } N t t ( ), ≥ 0 is said to be a generalized Waring process with parameters ( )
Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) tell us that this process starts at 0, it has stationary increments and The above probability denoted in the sequel by
, represents the probability that a process presently in state m will be in state n a later time t . This probability in this case depends on the present time so the defined generalized Waring process is a non-homogenous Markov process.
It is clear that
In order to show that such a process does exist, it is sufficient to prove that the transition probabilities satisfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations, i.e. To this aim, observe that Then, using the identity ) [ ] 
The moments and some other properties
Grandell, 1997, p.53). The intensity η is finite. Hence, it follows that the individual intensity N is finite with probability 1.
In what follows, we give an equivalent definition of the Generalized Waring process. 
The first condition together with condition (iii) leads to the conclusion that ( )
Then, if we use a negative binomial process with parameters k = = 1 1 and ν (a standard negative binomial process) as a starting point, we can define the Generalized Waring Process in the following way. 
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Combining this result and the fact that, since ν is
, we obtain ( )
. Hence, the random variable N k = ν is the individual intensity of the generalized Waring process.
The transition probabilities and the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations of the generalized Waring process
Using (2.2.2) and (2.3.1), we obtain for the transition probabilities of the generalized Waring process 
where
is the generalized Waring process indexed by the parameter
is the Polya process indexed by the parameter 0 > c and with 
, where with parameter λ defined as in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.: 
P X t h X t m c t c t h n m a m h c t c t
Some inferential aspects connected with the mixed negative binomial derivation of the generalized Waring process
be associated with a negative binomial process specified by (2.1.1) and
be associated with a generalized Waring process as defined in section 2.2. The derivation of the latter implies that regarding the parameter ν in
as the outcome of a random variable having the ( ) ρ , a beta distribution of the second kind, we can interpret
as the conditional distribution of ( ) t N given the value ν . Hence, the unconditional distribution of ( )
Using this interpretation of the generalized Waring distribution we can, for any event B, regard the probability
with U denoting the probability function of the random variable ν , as the posterior distribution of ν given B or, more precisely, given 
Proof
Using an argument similar to that used by Xekalaki (1983b) for the case of the generalized Waring distribution, we obtain n a a n ks x n a a n ks n a a n ks x n a a n ks 
An Application
As mentioned in the introduction, the concepts and terminology used in this paper can easily be modified so that the obtained results can be implemented in several other fields. As an example, we present here an application of the generalized Waring process in the context of modeling web access patterns.
Consider in particular, modeling the whole counting process {N(s), s>0} associated with the access pattern of a web site, where, for any t>0, the variable ( ) For illustration purposes, the paths of the observed time series associated with a sample of three of the IP addresses are presented (Figures 1-3) . Each of these paths is superimposed by a sample of three of the 100 corresponding simulated realizations of the generalized Waring process with parameter estimates obtained as above and given in Table 2 . 
Some alternative genesis schemes
The generalized Waring process has been defined as a non-homogenous stationary
Markov Process arising as a beta mixture of the negative binomial process in a "proneness" context. In this section, we present two further genesis schemes as put forward by Zografi and Xekalaki (2001) , where the underlying mechanism is indicative of contagion rather than proneness in the sense of Irwin (1941) and Xekalaki (1983b) .
The "contagion" model assumes that, at time t = 0 , the individuals have had no accidents and that, during a time period ( ] t t dt , + , the probability of a person having another accident depends on time t and on the number of accidents x sustained by the person by time t . So this probability is a function ( ) The above distribution is not of a generalized Waring form, but reduces to it for t = 1.
It can be shown that there exists a birth process ( )
